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HBAR Price Prediction – An Overview
-End of 2023: As per our HBAR price prediction, Hedera Hashgraph price is expected to range
between $0.072 and $0.089 in 2023.

-End of 2025: Our HBAR price prediction 2025 forecasts that the expected maximum and minimum
prices of Hedera will be $0.28 and $0.23 in 2025.

-End of 2030: Based on our HBAR price prediction 2030, Hedera Hashgraph can have a long-term
future, so there may be scope for HBAR coin price to cross the $0.60 mark by the end of 2030.

 

In February, Hedera recorded significant milestones and entered into a lucrative partnership with
multinational technology company DELL. This tech giant’s entry has boosts HBAR crypto price
sharply.

 

Hedera Hashgraph (HBAR) is a powerful network  focused on providing a sustainable, enterprise-
grade blockchain. It is conceptualized to address issues about accessibility and scalability, providing
solutions to questions remained unanswered in the blockchain world.

 

After reaching an all-time high of $0.57, HBAR’s price crashed along with the rest of the crypto
market in 2022. Today, it trades just north of $0.052. Still, HBAR is one of the most popular cryptos.
Its market capitalization is around $1.7 billion, making HBAR one of the top 50 cryptocurrencies.
About 60% of the total HBAR supply is in circulation, with roughly 31 billion in circulation and a max
supply of 50 billion.
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The asset has been performing extremely well this year, prompting investors everywhere to search
for a Hedera Hashgraph price prediction. In this article we’ll be casting our eyes over the HBAR
price prediction for 2023, 2025 and 2030, and its potential prospects as a long-term investment.

 

Before diving into the Hedera price prediction and discussing numbers that might get you bored for
no reason at all, let’s take a look at Hedera’s basic overview.
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Hedera (HBAR) Overview
Cryptocurrency Hedera
Ticker Symbol HBAR
Rank 34
Price $0.05276  
Price Change 24H +2.05%
Market cap $1,653,836,095
Circulating Supply 31,348,839,344.29 HBAR
Trading Volume $17,026,129
All Time High $0.57
All Time Low $0.01

 

What is Hedera (HBAR)?
Known as a more efficient alternative to blockchain, Hedera Hashgraph is a public network
supported by hashgraph technology, a algorithm developed and patented in 2016 by the American
mathematician Leemon Baird. The aim of Hedera ecosystem is to provide a high-speed, enterprise-
grade public blockchain network.

 

The Hashgraph technology promises all the advantages of the blockchain, but without its drawback
in the form of low transaction speed. Hedera’s founders claim that this way is much faster, cheaper
and “greener” than blockchain technology without sacrificing any security.

 

While Hedera, like other crypto projects, utilizes distributed ledger technology (DLT), it’s unique in
that the ledger structure is not a blockchain, but a Hashgraph consensus. Instead of a clear
sequence of blocks (blockchain), the hashgraph consensus uses a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG),
which records information in a non-linear way, without a sequential chain of blocks.

 

Under the hashgraph technology, network participants (nodes) will not exchange all the information
about the network, but only the transaction data. And the information is  not stored in blocks, but in
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hashes. Therefore, everything happens much faster than in the blockchain.

 

Hedera’s mission is to provide enterprise-grade, scalable network infrastructure for DApps, with use
cases ranging from fraud prevention to gaming. The platform currently offers three products: a
cryptocurrency, smart contracts, and file storage. So far the throughput of smart contract and file
storage is up to 10 transactions per second, while the declared speeds will gradually increase, and
the average transaction fee will be $0.0001.

 

The Hedera hashgraph is cost efficient. The average fee charged by 1st and 2nd generation of
blockchain networks is $1,654 and $522 respectively, which is humongous compared to the $0.0001
charged by Hedera.

 

It is also energy efficient. The energy consumed by BTC is 885+, but Hedera only consumes 0.00017
kWh. Furthermore, Hedera supports up to 10,000 transactions per second, and the transaction
speed is merely 3 to 5 seconds whereas BTC and ETH take 10-60 mins and 10-20 seconds
respectively.

 

HBAR is the native token that powers the Hedera platform. It is used to carry out the operations on
the Hedera network like smart contracts, file storage, and regular transactions. HBAR can also be
used for staking to secure the integrity of the platform.

 

Users can take part in HBAR staking with wallets such as WallaWallet, and HashPack, or with crypto
exchanges that have integrated staking (such as OKX).

 

Two simple steps for HBAR staking (explained in brief): The 1st step is to install the wallet on the
system and deposit the HBAR coins into the account, and the 2nd step is to choose a validator and
stake the tokens to receive rewards with every block created on the blockchain.
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Latest HBAR News
Hedera announced an addition of 25,000 HBAR each day up till May 15th as rewards for
Staking. This would help incentivise more staking for the platform and give a boost to the
overall usage.

 

Hedera announced the Hedera Consensus service, a tool which could be used alongside a
large spectrum of usecases that require high throughput and secure decentralized trust.

 

An announcement from Hedera on their social media showed, that the platform has emerged
as the Greenest Blockchain in the world operating at just 0.000003 kWh per transaction, as
shown by UCL.

 

Hedera announced through their social media that the platform transacted over 8 billion
transactions, being a huge landmark for the platform.

 

HBAR Price Analysis
At the time of writing, HBAR is trading at $0.05276 with a market capitalization of $1,653,836,095,
making it the 34th largest crypto by that metric. In the past 24 hours, the price of HBAR has
increased by 2.05% with a trading volume of $17,026,129.

 

Though HBAR prices have witnessed some volatility recently, the long-term outlook seems positive.

 

The network recorded significant milestones this year and entered into a lucrative partnership with
Tech Giant DELL. As far as assessing the impact of the development, Hedera may benefit from Dell’s
technological prowess, especially in the long-term.

 

In addition, crypto analytics platform Santiment revealed that Hedera ranks high in developmental
activities. According to the report, Hedera ranks number 5 in terms of active contributors on the
network and number 6 for active development. The figures indicate the heightened interest by users
in the project, which has helped its price increase.

 

Technical analysis suggests that HBAR coin price is in recovery mode and succeeded in holding the
prices above the EMAs which shows the strength of the bulls. Traders might look for buying
opportunities near to the EMA support for the target of $0.0700 and above by keeping $0.0500 as
SL. However, if the price drops below $0.0500 then bear’s may try to drag it down towards the



yearly lows.

 

Bullish investors think that HBAR may even rally towards $0.10 liquidity zone based on the strong
influx of volume. However, note that cryptocurrencies are volatile and can deviate from a particular
price action at any time.
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HBAR Price Prediction 2023, 2025, 2030
We’ve covered most of the important things you need to know about Hedera Hashgraph before
considering the HBAR price prediction, including the HBAR technical analysis. If you are really
interested in investing in the coin, this is the time to be more attentive.

 

To help you decide whether HBAR is a good crypto to buy today, here are some key targets it may
reach before the end of 2030:

 

YEAR MINIMUM PRICE MAXIMUM PRICE
2023 $0.072 $0.089
2025 $0.23 $0.28
2030 $0.52 $0.60

 

Hedera Hashgraph Price Prediction 2023
Based on our Hedera price prediction, the crypto coin is expected to trade in a range of $0.072 to
$0.089, where the former is the minimum, and the latter is the maximum by the end of 2023. At the
same time, the average trading price of Hedera is anticipated to be $0.077.
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HBAR Price Prediction 2025 
Hedera (HBAR) is predicted to have a minimum cost of around $0.23, with a maximum value of
$0.28 for the year 2025. At the same time, our HBAR price predictions anticipated the average price
to be $0.255 for the entire year. The price changes for HBAR tokens may be around 21.73%.

 

HBAR Price Prediction 2030 
According to the Hedera Hashgraph price forecast, the Hedera price is estimated to hit an average
of $0.56 by 2030. The HBAR price analysis predicts Hedera Hashgraph’s price to reach the higher
side of $0.60 in December. Hedera analysis projected by many crypto traders suggests a price
growth of 15.38% in 2030, as per the HBAR prediction.

 

Please know the figures are generated using our price prediction tool and in that matter, not a
guarantee, that the actual price action will follow what we mentioned. Forecasts are not immune to
changing circumstances and will be updated with new developments. Always do your own research
and evaluate all necessary factors before making any investment.
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HBAR Price Prediction | Experts Say
Here we also pull together some of the latest and most prominent HBAR price forecasts for the next
five years to give you an idea of how the coin might perform in the future.
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CoinArbitrageBot

Based on the historical price data, by 2023, they expect the coin price would be around $0.326,
while it could quickly end up at the price of $0.527 at the end of 2024.

 

Telegaon

For 2025, Telegaon predicts an average price of $0.59, a new all-time high for HBAR. This prediction
relies on the macro conditions, as it would be nearly impossible to reach this price level in a bear
market. Telegaon goes as far as to say the price could reach $0.78 in 2025.

 

Changelly

According to their HBAR price prediction, for 2030, Changelly has HBAR trading at just under $1.39
on average for the year, which calls for more than a 2x increase in Hedera Hashgraph’s all-time
high.

 

Price Prediction

This site is also bullish on HBAR but is a bit more conservative in the predictions. Their HBAR price
prediction 2025 forecasts that the coin may reach a maximum price of $0.24 and have the lowest
price of $0.20 in 2025. At the same time, the average price might be $0.21.

 

Digital Coin Price

According to Digital Coin Price, HBAR is expected to reach a maximum price of $0.16 by 2023.
Further, by 2031, the coin is predicted to have a maximum price of $1.03, with an average forecast
price of $1.03. The coin’s lowest price by that time is expected to be $0.98.

 

HBAR Price Prediction: Will HBAR Reach $10?
The crypto market is notoriously volatile, and predicting future prices is always a challenge.
According to our analysis, HBAR appears to be positioned for long-term success, and the coin could
have a bright future ahead of it.

 

To reach $10, HBAR coin will have to rise about 190 times. In theory it is feasible, but in reality,
there are practical challenges and there has to be significant progress in Hedera use cases to justify
these levels. Based on current trends, we would say that it would be difficult for HBAR to reach the
$10 mark in the near future.

 



But that doesn’t mean the coin doesn’t have potential. Given how much the HBAR coin’s price has
risen over the last few years, it is not impossible for HBAR to reach $10. And we do believe that it is
far more feasible for HBAR to reach $1.

 

Overall, for long-term success of Hedera, developers will need to make differentiated advantages
over Ethereum and create a dedicated community of developers to continue updating and building
on the network.
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Where to Buy HBAR?
Before actually jumping into the discussion on where to buy HBAR, we need to talk about how to buy
HBAR.

 

The 1st step is to find your preferred crypto exchange offering HBAR for trading. There are different
options for crypto exchanges so you need to compare the features and prices to make the best
decision.

 

The 2nd step is to create an account in the exchange you choose. In order to do that you need to
verify your identity.

 

After the verification is complete, the 3rd step is to fund the wallet. After this, you will be able to buy
HBAR coin easily.

 

So where to buy HBAR crypto? The majority of exchanges list HBAR coins for trading. Here are
some options to choose from: Binance, Coinbase, KuCoin.

 

Further, CoinMarketCap gives a list of purchase alternatives for each digital currency (also known
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as market pairs). Go to CoinMarketCap and search for HBAR.

 

 

Tap on the button labeled “Market” near the price chart. In this view, you will find a comprehensive
list of places where you can buy HBAR crypto, as well as the currencies that can be used to buy it.
Under “Pairs,” you will find the abbreviation for HBAR, as well as another currency. The second
currency can be used to buy HBAR coin. For instance, if you’d like to purchase HBAR coin with
USDT, look for HBAR/USDT.

 

FAQs

Is HBAR a good investment?

Yes. Based on its roadmap, strategic partnerships, global business applications and loyal online
community, HBAR has shown itself to be a good investment as an established top 50 coin. The
Hedera ecosystem is actively growing with new users and brand partnerships and will remain viable
in the long term. Most HBAR price prediction models indicate that the crypto could have a bright
future ahead of it.

 

How high can HBAR get?

Based on our HBAR price prediction, Hedera is estimated to go as high as $0.089 in 1 year. And the
future tokens may trade at $0.60 by the year 2030. If the token reaches the $0.60 value, investors
may earn around 1,000% if invested at the current price.
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How much is HBAR worth in 2025?

Our HBAR price prediction 2025 forecasts that the coin could reach a maximum price of $0.28 by
2025, and the estimated minimum price is $0.23.

 

What will HBAR be worth in 5 Years?

According to the price forecasts, Hedera price is expected to be $0.41 in 5 years.

 

Will HBAR reach $20?

No. According to our analysis, there is no evidence that HBAR will reach $20. It is currently heavily
focused on B2B and it is unlikely that the coin will drive large-scale token usage in a short term.

 

Can HBAR reach $100 dollars?

No. According to our analysis, there is no evidence that HBAR will reach $100.

 

Will HBAR reach $1000?

No. According to our analysis, there is no evidence that HBAR will reach $1000. 

 

How much is HBAR worth in 2030?

Based on our HBAR price prediction 2030, the HBAR crypto will have minimum, maximum, and
average trading values of $0.52, $0.60, and $0.56.

 

What makes Hedera better than BTC or ETH?

While various blockchains allow users to create smart contracts, Hedera Hashgraph stands out more
because of its unique consensus. The network can handle over 10,000 transactions per second,
which is way far more than what the likes of Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains can process per
second.

Claim your BTCC 10 USDT Bonus
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